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S E AT T L E   WA S H I N G T O N   U N I T E D  S TAT E S

Tilikum Place Park is a public “square” sited on a triangular wedge

of land where two configurations in Seattle’s incipient street grids

converge.  In addition, an easement strip extends the park south-

west to the next city block.  The grid division line occurs at Denny

Way; Denny is also the southernmost latitudinal arterial approaching

the city core from the north.  

Around the core, Seattle adheres to a compass-oriented street grid.

The CBD and adjacent Belltown, meanwhile — both facing Elliott

Bay (a Puget Sound inlet) — are aligned with the waterfront at two

distinct angles.  Tilikum Place was created in a wedge where the

45-degree-canted grid of Belltown to the south merged with the

Denny Way street grid to the north.  This arterial morphology

emerged during the mid-19th century due to clashing visions by

three private developer-planners who failed to reach consensus on

how the new city’s grid system would be aligned: two wanted the

Elliott Bay alignment, the other a compass orientation.

Further, all development on this site, if any, prior to the 20th century

was destroyed by the Denny Hill Regrade.  This two-stage project

levelled the topography immediately to the south of Denny Way

(Belltown).  The project was undertaken with a goal of making land

more amenable for real estate development and making the wa-

terfront more geographically accessible from the east.  This land

parcel on which Tilikum Place Park is sited was within the first-stage

regrade zone and was levelled before the park was founded in

1908.  A bronze statue of Chief Sealth of the Chinook people, after

whom the city was named, was installed to commemorate Sealth’s

greeting to white settlers arriving from Elliott Bay..

Cedar Street and Denny Way are two-way arterials; 5th Avenue

south of Denny is a one-way southbound stretch (which changes

to dual-way north of Denny).
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Sunlight / lighting: The triangle perimeter is dotted by evenly spaced, broadleaf

trees, with exception to a gap in the arboreal perimeter along Cedar Street

(around the Cedar bend where a laneway also cuts through).  I estimate that

these trees are about fifty years old, possibly planted just before the 1962 World’s

Fair.  During summertime, the triangle receives ample sunlight.  Due to its 45-de-

gree alignment relative to geographic north, it also receives early morning and

pre-dusk summer light.  After about 16:30, the shadow of the six-storey edifice

at the corner of 4th Avenue and Cedar creeps over most of the triangle.  In the

hour or so before sunset, some sunlight trickles through the trees next to the three-

storey building on the southwest corner of Cedar and Denny Way.  The triangle is

open enough to receive adequately diffuse light on overcast days.

At night, full-cutoff standard streetlights illuminate the arterials.  Inside the triangle,

several “traditional-styled” lamps dot its perimeter.  The luminaires, equipped with

high-pressure sodium bulbs, produce outward glare and generate dark, “blind

zones” directly under the lampposts.  These dark zones are extended by potted

ferns and annuals that are mounted on the posts at about 2.5m.  The park’s upper

tree trunks are wrapped in stringed white lights for year-round ambience.



Movement: At no point during field

recon did the number of people

within the park drop below six; the

maximum spot check total was 20.

At all times, at least four people

were sitting within the space.  The av-

erage number hovered between 8

and 10.  During the 2.5-hour win-

dow, an estimated thousand-plus

people moved through the triangle

on foot, bicycle, or waiting for the

bus.  Pedestrians principally used

sidewalks but also extensively used

the path parallel to the businesses

facing the park (see “inner sidewalk”

photo).  Users often cut across the

park to their destination, notably in a

northeasterly-southwesterly flow. 

Sight lines: From several spots within the park, the Space Needle crown is visible behind a

1990s-era building on the northwest of Cedar and Denny.  This complex is part of Fisher

Plaza.  From the north-

bound bus stop on

Cedar, an unobstructed

view to the southwest

provides a glimpse of El-

liott Bay six blocks down-

slope.  Along 5th Avenue

and arcing north at

Denny is the elevated

Seattle Monorail line,

linking Seattle Center

(site of the 1962 World’s

Fair, Space Needle, Pa-

cific Science Center, and

Frank Gehry’s Experience

Music Project design) to
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NVertical scale & built form: Low-and mid-rise structures from the

early 1900s dominate built form: single-storey brick structures

along the east side the park, three- and six-storey masonry

façades across Cedar to the west, and a white-cladded façade

to the northwest.  Setbacks give ample sidewalk room.  At the

northeast corner of Denny and Cedar, a one-storey complex —

a law office and an automotive repair garage — is behind the

Monorail line. The trees, estimated at about fifty years old, rise

about four storeys, while the Monorail line rises about two.

Furniture: Ample bench seating is clustered in the park. Addi-

tionally, there are several improvised seating options — namely,

steps around the circular reflecting pool; seat-high concrete

planter boxes scattered about the triangle; wide bollards; etc.

figure-ground view

movement patterns

cutting across Cedar to reach bus stop

open view of triangle from across CedarMonorail in motion over Golden Singha

view from Cedar northbound bus stop



Food and drink: Ample food service surrounds the triangle.  The 5 Point Café & Bar is

de facto anchor for the triangle and, boasting “Since 1929”, is clearly the oldest es-

tablishment facing the park.  It doubles as a neighbourhood watering hole and a full-

service diner.  Two suites to its north, a Thai restaurant, Golden Singha, faces 5th

Avenue and Denny Way.  Around the corner on 5th Avenue is a coffee shop called

Bella Café.  To the south of the 5 Point across a laneway, fast-food chain Taco Del Mar

operates from the northwest corner of the adjacent building.  Next to it is a high-end

bistro called the Tilikum Place Café.  Two suites to its south is Pizzeria Bambino’s, (facing

the corner of 4th Avenue and Cedar).  Bambino’s offers limited sidewalk table seating.

Across Cedar from the Golden Singha is another pizzeria called Zeek’s.  Other ameni-

ties include a nail salon (south of Zeek’s); a smoke shop (between the Golden Singha

and the 5 Point); and a hair salon (between Tilikum Place Café and Bambino’s).

Other amenities: Two newspaper vending clusters located on the east side of the tri-

angle; a circular reflection pool; separate recycling and rubbish bins; unmetered, on-

street parking; an ad hoc coffee can-cum-ashtray mounted to a lamppost between

the smoke shop and the 5 Point; a pay phone mounted next to the 5 Point entrance.

No bike parking is available in the park; in one case, a bike was locked to a bench.

Proprietor surveillance: Commercial and residential surveillance is abundant.  Most

vantages enable clear or semi-clear views of activity within the triangle.  Patrons from

inside every food establishment — Café Bella excepted — have a view of Tilikum

Place Park or the adjoining easement.  Residents and businesses on upper floors of

the two structures on the west side of Cedar have a mostly unobstructed view of at

least part of the park — the sole impediment being thick foliage.  Benches along the

Wi-fi: While not an orthodox fea-

ture, the topology of Tilikum Place

also includes public accessibility to

wireless internet.  A survey from

within the triangle found two pub-

licly accessible nodes (Café Bella and Cuesense Public Access); the 5 Point

offered a node for patrons.  In all, 22 SSID nodes were detected.  It is

noteworthy for an exceptionally connected city where internet-enabled

devices are abundant.  GIS-based social networking services (Foursquare

and Yelp, and the transit system’s real-time “bus tracker”) are commonly

mentioned by Seattle’s mobile device users.  Inside the triangle, periodic

use of “smartphone” handhelds by pedestrians and park loungers was ob-

served, although it is unknown what apps, if any, they were using.

Activities: A diverse variety of activity was observed.  Two most frequent:

sitting around the periphery and looking inward; and tourists making snap-

shots of (or posed in front of) the Chief Sealth bronze statue inside the re-

flecting pool.  Other activities: families strolling; bicyclists and joggers

stopping to rest; patrons smoking; itinerant citizens biding time; waiting at

the bus stop; general people-gazing; making rendezvous; street kids gath-

ering change from the pool; a woman inspecting a plastic bag of Latino

CDs (that was in the water); and a scavenger digging through bins.  Tourists

and pedestrians excepted, most people in the park were solitary.

Golden Singha and the 5 Point face the triangle and allow for leisurely

gazing.  Improvised seating throughout allowed park visitors to face any

direction.  The solitary “inward-looking” zone within the park is on its south

end adjacent to the laneway: a trio of park benches create an equilateral

triangle of seating; these face one another instead of outward towards

the park  Surveillance also comes from frequent pedestrian activity around

the park periphery and from commuters waiting for the bus.  

Verdict: Tilikum Place Park is in my opinion an unqualified success for an

urban public space.  I attribute this to a confluence of heterogeneous com-

ponents that over time have synergistically complemented one another,

maturing as the urban morphology around it has evolved.  While this park

was planned at its inception, the park it is now was not master-planned

from one broad stroke of a designer’s pencil.  There is a sense that Tilikum

Place is a palimpsest of gradual enhancement.  Initially, it filled an un-

orthodox spot at an awkward junction.  It became a monument site,

probably underappreciated for decades.  Then it was sandwiched be-

tween two signature destinations.  Over time, landscaping matured.  With

Belltown’s transition, the triangle has evolved as a mixed-use space with

a restaurant sector offering several price points already in place.  The park

feels safe given its 24/7 surveillance by the 5 Point and from other adja-

cent properties.  A model for a good urban park, then, is not its size or

the presence of monuments, but a sense of openness coupled with cozi-

ness, an opportunity to gaze, proprietor surveillance from all vantage

points, limited barriers, and a civic willingness to revise upon an original

foundation without trying to freeze in place an ideal advanced by the

founders (and risking death-by-staidness).  A park is a social experience.

Postscript: During recon, I spontaneously interviewed a homeless citizen

named Pete.  He noted that in his two decades on Seattle’s streets, Tilikum

Place is a safe place for the “self-respecting ones” — that is, homeless cit-

izens with a sense of self-preservation.  He added how there are good

relations with the 5 Point barkeeps and with local police.  Despite poorly

surveilled areas nearby (also where violent crime is more common), he

concluded that one feels safe at night within the triangle.  His sense of

ownership was spontaneously revealed when he scolded a scavenger for

digging through trash in front of “the kids” (tourists waiting for the bus).

the CBD about 1.3km southeast.

The bi-directional Monorail line’s

concrete rails project shadows,

while vertical columns partly ob-

struct visibility.  The Monorail line

affords a partial view of the Mod-

ernist monorail cars still in use.  The

bus stop, which serves three pri-

mary routes, is continuously occu-

pied by commuters.  Exiting at this

stop offers an optimal view of the

triangle’s layout and morphology.

“inward-facing” set of benches

“outward-facing” benches


